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MEMORANDUM 

.,gEQRE'F{SENSITIVE/GDS 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

...-: -· 

7790-X 
THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ACTION 

THE PRESIDENT 

BRENTSCOWCROFT 

Cable. from President Giscard d 'Estaing 
of France 

President Giscard d'Estaing has sent you the message he received from 
President As ad of Syria (Tab B), as he promised at Rambouillet he would 
do. 

Asad 1s cable to Giscard covers two major subjects; the Sinai Accord 
and the situation in Lebanon. Asad takes his usual negative view of 
Sinai as dividing the united Arab front, giving too much to Israel, and 
ignoring the rights of the Palestinians. He notes that Syria believes it 
necessary "to deal with the two great powers without falling in the 
political wake of one of them," and says the Sinai Accord will polarize 
the region. He further notes that the secret clauses relating to the 
Sinai Accord reinforce Syria's conviction about the danger of the Accord, 
show that the United States will continue to not recognize the PLO, and 
reveal that the United States has tied its position on the Geneva Confer
ence to the Israeli position. 

On Lebanon, Asad despairs over the fratricidal killing and underscores 
the importance of the cooperation of all friendly countries, and particu
larly France, to dissuade Israel from attempting to exploit the present 
situation in Lebanon. 

Asad 1s views on the Sinai Accord are consistent with Syria's recent 
demand for use of the United Nations Security Council rather than Geneva 
as the forum for further peace talks, Syria's strong championing of the 
Palestinians, the uncertainty which it has shown concerning renewal of 
the UNDOF mandate, and the first terrorist incidents on the Golan since 
the May, 1974 Syrian-Israeli Disengagement Agreement. As you know, 
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SJBCR.:iicp-fSENSITIV E /GDS -2-

Ambassador Murphy will be seeing President Asad soon to-reassure 
him of our determination to maintain the momentum of the peace 
process, and encourage him to adopt a more helpful attitud~. 

At Tab A is a suggested reply from you ~o President Giscard thanking 
him for his cooperation in providing us with this useful information. 
The message does not attempt to answer the specific points made by 
Asad, but instead is a general reaffirm.atic>n of our position on an overall 
peace settlement as well as an expl;'ession of the concern (which we share 
with France) over the tragic, dangerous situation in Lebanon. 

' ... - . 
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VIA GABHH!l~ I:.INE 

For: President Giscard d'Estaing December 22, 1975 

Dear Mr. President: 

I very much appreciate your sending me the October 30 

message you received from President Asad of Syria. It is very useful 

to me and to Secretary Kissinger to have the benefit of President Asad1 s 

thinking as expressed to you. 

As you know from our discussions at Rambouillet, I am deter-

mined to maintain momentum toward an eventual overall peace settlement 

in the Middle East, one which will deal with all the issues involved. 

Secretary Kissinger and I are aware of the importance of the role 

which Syria as a nation and President Asad as its leader have for the 

future of the Middle East and the success of efforts to help bring peace 

to the region. 

President Asad1 s letter to you presents his viewpoint and pro

blems with great clarity .:f' hope that in time we will be able to convince 

both sides on practical, effective means of moving ahead toward an 

overall settlement based on Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. 

The climate of opinion in this country for such a settlement is becoming 

increasingly more favorable. However, recent actions such as the 

anti-Zionist resolution at the United Nations General Assembly and 

the fedayeen attacks on the Golan front are disturbing because they 

tend to reverse this favorable trend and create greater Israeli resistance 
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to any further movement. I am sure you understand the difficulties 

such developments create, and I trust that President A sad is aware 

of this important factor. 

Secretary Kissinger will be in touch with Minister Sauvagnargues 

to keep you both abreast of our thinking with respect to the most 

effective next steps in the Middle East. 

Sincerely, 

Gerald R. Ford 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 24, 1975 

Bob Oakley 

Brent reviewed the attached and believed 
that the incoming ought to go to the 
President. Over the weekend, to avoid 
bothering you, Art House roughed out 
a draft for your consideration (memo to 
the President). Could you take a look 
at it and make any changes you see fit 
and send it back? Brent also said 
that it would be OK to coordinate the 
package on a close hold basis with Roy. 
Perhaps you've already done this. 

Many thanks 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

·88eM!£/SENSITIVE (GDS) ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

November 21, 1975 

BRENTSCOWCROFT 

ROBERT B. OAKLEY~ 

Draft Reply from President 
Ford to President Giscard 

Attached at Tab A is a draft reply from President Ford to President 
Giscard of France, thanking him for sending the letter from Syrian 
President Asad which the two men discussed at Rambouillet (Tab B). 
I have not tried to answer Asad's many points, but did inject a few 
of our basic themes for the benefit of the French and made it clear 
that we are interested in working with Asad if at all possible. This 
is because it is likely something will filter back from Giscard to 
Asad concerning his communications with President Ford. I checked 
the general line of the proposed reply with Roy Atherton, on a personal 
basis. 

..SM;C iRE 'if /SENSITIVE 

OECLM&IfJED 

Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652 
Automatically Downgraded at Two 
Year Intervals and Declassified 
on December 31, 1983 
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Re-do 

7790X 

MEMORANDUM 

M"' pJL ~".b-+c It-
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

8~!/SENSITIVE (GDS) 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ACTION 
November 24, 1975 

BRENTSCOWCROFT 

ROBERT B. OAKLEY(O-'D 

Draft Reply from President 
Ford to President Giscard 

Attached at Tab I is a draft memo from you to President Ford, 
attaching a draft reply from him to President Giscard of France, 
thanking Giscard for sending the letter from Syrian President 
Asad which the two men discussed at Rambouillet (Tab B). I have 
not tried to answer Asad's many points, but did~ inject a few of our basic 
themes for the benefit of the French and made it clear that we ,are 
interested in working with Asad if at all possible. This is because 
it is likely something will filter back from Giscard to Asad concern-
ing his communications with President Ford. I have coordinated this 
with Roy Atherton, on a personal basis. 

SliiGftili'ii/SENSITIVE (GDS) 

DECI.M6WIED 

Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652 
Automatically Downgraded at Two 
Year Intervals and Declassified 
on December 31, 1983 -~ 
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MEMORANDUM ACTION 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

...iliiA:i\:iJT I SENSITIVE I GDS 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

WASHINGTON 

THE PRESIDENT 

BRENT SCOWCROFT 

Cable from President Giscard d 1 Estaing 
of France 

~ 
President Giscard d 1Estaing has sent you .a cahle (Tae B) "M:eA. jncJudes 

-#message to him from President Asad of Syria1 '\ :P!eeitle:Mi-(;lhga;:si 
promised te eentl i!ftii' te ,.~~at Rambouillet) (roJ.r-e) o-.4 ...-J....,.. 

~Asad1 s cable to Giscard~ns ~ ~JstRjects; the 
Middle East and i!'l!le. Sinai Accord/"and the situation in Lebanon. Asad 
takes his usual negative view of Sinai as dividing the united Arab front, 
giving too much to Israel, and ignoring the rights of the Palestinians. 
He notes that Syria believes it necessary "to deal with the two great 
powers without falling in the political wake of one of them," and says the 
Sinai Accord will polarize the region. He further notes that the secret 
clauses relating to the Sinai Accord reinforce Syria's conviction ai' ~ o..,~~ 
the danger of the Accord, show that the United States will continue to 
not recognize the PLO, and reveal that the United States has tied its 
position Ge~Riftg the Geneva Conference to the Israeli position. 

On Lebanon, Asad despairs over the fratricidal killing and underscores 
the importance of the cooperation of all friendly countries and particularly 
France to dissuade Israel from attempting to exploit the present situation 
in Lebanon. 

Asad 1 s views on the Sinai Accord are consistent with Syria's recent 
demand for use of the United Nations Security Council rather than Geneva 
as the forum for further peace talks, Syria's strong championing of the 
Palestinians, the uncertainty which it has shown concerning renewal of 
the UNDOF mandate, and the first terrorist incidents on the Golan since 
the May, 1974 Syrian-Israeli Disengagement Agreement. "FoUoM:ag ~ 

"SEGRB'l' ISENSITIVE/GDS 
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~ 

~ and <:onsul.tations with Secr~P~s~ Amba~ sador 
Murphy will be seeing President Asad soon to reassure him of our~inee:dty 
~to maintain the momentum of the peace process, and~e him 
to adopt a more\ ea:listioe attitude. l.Q .f.lvv. .. ,;.. 

At Tab A is a sug-:::rtteply from you to President Giscard thanking 
hl m for his cooperation in providing us with this useful information. ~ W-e-

\'Jrv.~rA•\.(.. ~not attempt to answer the specific points made by Asad, but~/~ 
E.a.:ve inch:tdecl a general reaffirmation of our position on an overall 
peace settlement as well as an expression of the concern (which we share 
with France) over the tragic, dangerous situation in Lebanon. 

~. ~/SENSITIVE/ GDS 
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me••• or Will be ... lDt Pre•lcteat A•ad aooD to na•nr• 
ebtnnlutl to maJntaiA the momeatum of t e pe ce 

proce .. eacoaraa• him to .ao t a more helpful attitude. 

t Tab A ta a. 1\111 •ted nply fsoom you to Preddeat Glacard tbaoldq 
him lor Ill• cooperatl lll provlcllaa ua with thl• u bll tafonnatlOil. 
The me•aage cloe not attempt to aa.wer the -saeelftc pollat• made by 
ad, ut laateacl u a 1• t"al a-eafflnnatlGil of our poaltl on a overaU 

ce Mttle at •• well a• aa expl"e•eloa of tile c e (which we •han 
with 7 •) over tbe b'qlc, dut•:r • •ltuatloa la Lebuoa. 
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order to realize a just peace, on the basis of complete withdrawal of 

Israeli troops from the Arab territories occupied in 1967, and of the 

reestablishment of the rights of the people of Palestine. 

We have realized, obviously, after the adoption of Resolution 338 

of the Security Council following the October war, that action aiming towards the 

establishment of a just and durable peace in the region will go hand in 

hand with a thorough program based on the resolutions of the United Nations. 

We have thought that nothing justifies the policy of partial steps, especially 

since Resolution 338, confirmed by all the parties concerned, stipulates 

in its articles 2 and 3 the immediate beginning of a complete actionfor the 

establishment of the (garbled phrase -looks like ''durable peace''). 

Consequently, we have not found any justification for dividing this resolution. 

And when some have proclaimed the necessity of the separation 

of engaged forces on the lines of ceasefire with the aim of lessening 

tension and creating a better climate for the work of (garbled, possibly 

11 peace 11 ), we accepted the disengagement of forces, out of a sincere 

desire for peace, on the basis that the disengagement would be followed 

by a serious political action in order to attain an overall solution of all 

the aspects of the conflict. 

But we have been disappointed to see the efforts converging toward 

the policy of small steps. Afterwards, it was said that it was necessary 

to have a second disengagement of forces even though the second 
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Dear Mr. President: ..J- J. e> 
>) ~ ~-~ ' 'll"-rt~ ..._ 
~1sehding me thet messagetPresident Asad of Syria. 

0 ~·~ 
seat yett last: Oetc~-3-f)>; It is very useful to me and to Secretary 

~ ~ 
Kis singe~ as have been ...tR,e exchange sA you and Minister Sauvagnargues 

on the Middle East. 

As you know from our discussions at Rambouillet, I am determined 

to maintain tfi.8 momentum toward an eventual overall peace settlement 

in the Middle East, one which will deal with all the is sues involved. 

Secretary Kissinger and I are aware of the importance of the rolef. ~~ 
I 

Syriaf';. s a nationf and President Asad as':!f_eader, have for the future 

of the Middle East and the success of efforts to help bring peace to 

Asad in co ection with my trip to France. 

In orde-r~consider how t strengthen the dialogue 

whi-cl:l5ecretary Ki inger established in his meeti s with President Asap, 

~..,Q ..\\" """ ~~t~'f t;n-A4~.JJ. J..v ...... ~ ~r ~~ ii\A t 

f\ we h~~e asked s sad or to Syria to' return to W'<\shingtonl\ He--trcrn 
;::IH. - ~ I 
r d'J '1 .r f ~ 1J1h'1., 

h,a.Q...di s ~us siofis with me an(i with Secr,etary Kis singerJ ...oua-

e:Uert t move the peace. proce $ forward. He returned to Da,mascus 

th" ~-eek:end-a:rrd-hop-es to see resident Asad this week. ' 

~a,g- President Asad1 s letter to you~t~ng-with 

\ 
GJlX 8rnbassagg.x_and...Secretacry .Kie~inger, President Asarl!.s viewpoint 

.A..te-. ...{, -'i"~ 
and problems~-mox..e-clear.. I hdpe that we will be able to;o~ with . 

~a -
E.O. 12168, SEC. S.S ""' 

NSCM~MO, 111M8,8TATE DEf'T. GUfOEliN!S ~~,.~ ~ <1/t"' 1 Lh .. , 
BY 'v: , MARA, OATE-3bP l r;~ '. ;rJ-~ '-~~ 
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him on practical, effective means of moving ahead toward an overall 

settlement based on Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. The 

climate of opinion in this country-for such a settlement is becoming ..... :._~ ~ 
~~-:f1vbrable. However,l\actions such as the anti-Zionist resolution 

at the United Nations General Assembly and the ~ fedayeen ~~ 
on the Golan front are disturbing because they tend to reverse this 

favorable trend and create greater Israeli resistence to any further 

movement. I am sure you underst~ndjt!M-, and I~hat President 

Asad dne.o, A1......w. ~ t.\..:-. -N1~,.wJt ~ i)f.A, 

Secretar~l:t. wil~ in touc~h = ister Sauvagnargues 

as soon as we haveA~~-one-lusions...an wb.at-can most effectiveJi5' ~ 
. ' 
~= vis the Middle East • 

.. 
Sincerely, 

GRF 



Dear Mr. President: 

I very much appreciate receiving the copy of the roes sage that 

President Asad of Syria sent you last October 30. It is very useful 

to Secretary Kissinger and myself, just as have been the~xchanges 

we have had with you and Minister Sauvagnargues on the Middle East. 

As you know from our discussions at Rambouillet, I am determined 

to maintain the momentum of movement toward an eventual overall 

peace settlement in the Middle East, one which will deal with all the 

issues involved. Secretary Kissinger and I are fully aware of the 

vital importance of the roles of Syria, as a nation, and President As ad, 

as a leader, for the future of the Middle East and the success of efforts 

to help bring peace to that area. 

I had hoped to arrange a meeting somewhere in Europe with President 

Asad in connection with my trip to France. However, for understandable 

reasons, it was not convenient for him at this time. In order to maintain 

the dialogue which Secretary Kissinger has established in his meetings 

with President Asad, we asked our Ambassador to Syria to return 

to Washington. He has had discussions with Secretary Kissinger as 

well as meeting with me, as part of our extensive review of how best 

to move the peace process forward. He returned to Damascus November 

23 and has asked to see President Asad soon. 

After reading President Asad's letter to you and talking with our 

Ambassador and Secretary Kissinger, I believe I have 

DEOlASSIREO 
E.O. 12958, SEC. S.5 

NSC UEIIO, 11,_, STATE lli:PT. GUIDE~~ si;l, "'--: e..> 9 j;. / o:J 
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PAGE 2 

of his viewpoint and problems. We have a high regard for President 

Asad and take his concerns seriously. In our dialogue with him we 

shall explain our conviction, with which you are familiar from 

Secretary Kissinger's talks with Minister Sauvagnargues, that the recent 

Sinai Accord was the only realistically achievable means of making earl y 

progress, We shall also explain that we recognize the need for early 

movement on the other aspects of the Middle East problem, including 

those of particular interest to Syria, and why we believe that transferring 

the negotiating process to the Security Council will not advance matters. 

At the same time, we will seek to reach agreement with him on practical, effec

tive means of moving ahead toward an overall settlement based on 

Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. The climate of opinion in this 

country for such a settlement is becoming more favorable. However, 

actions such as the anti- Zionist resolution at the United Nations General 

Assembly and the recent fedayeen actions on the Golan front are disturbing 

because they tend to reverse this favorable trend, as well as creating 

greater resistance on the part of Israel to any further movement. I am 

sure you understand this, and I hope that President Asad does. 

On the subject of Lebanon, we have discussed with President Asad, 

as Secretary Kissinger has with Minister Sauvagnargues,our concern 

over the situation and our desire to see that tragic country's independence, 

territorial integrity, national unity and cohesion rnaintained. The Syrian 
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role has, on balance, been positive and is obviously crucial to the 

resolution of the Lebanese problem. Our Ambassador has been instructed 

to raise this matter again upon his return, indicating our continued 

desire to cooperate with Syria in working for a peaceful political solution. 

In this connection, I am very appreciative of the initiative which you have 

taken in sending Couve de Murville to Lebanon. If there is anything 

we can do to assist his mission, I am sure you will let us know. This is 

a problem on which our governments should maintain close contact. 

Secretary Kissinger will be in touch with Minister Sauvagnargues 

as soon as we have come to some clearer conclusions on what can 

most effectively be done next vis -a-vis the Middle East. 

Sincerely, 

GRF 

-
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ACTION 

THE PBESIDENT 
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tlBJECT: Cable from PreaWeat Glacard d'E•tai.Da 
of ranee 

Pre•id.eat Olac:&J"d d'E.tai.aa ba• • ,._a ca e (Tab B)w b:b lDClode 
a me•aac• to from Pnai.lleat AA.CI of Syria. PreeW 01•~ 
pr aed to • tbla to you at BarnboWllet. 

P.re.tdeat •adta cable to Ciitteard c ceru two major aubjecta; tu 
lddle Eaat aDd tb.e Sinal Accord, aDd tbe altoatloa ill Leba n. Aaad 
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pvlns too mucb to Ia 1. aod lporlag tile ri.gbta of the Paleatbdana. 
He aatea that Syria bell•••• it aeceaaary "to ea1 wttb. the two ereat 

ra without faUlug m tile political wake of Otte of 1Mm. &Dd aaya tile 
StAal Accord will pol rlae the regl He fanller DOtea that the aecret 
da.aae nlathla to th.e SiDal Accord relDfoi'Ce yria'• coa.ictlon a• to 
th.e ctaoaer of tbe Accord, ahow &bat the United State• ...W ccmtbme to 
DOt r be tile LO, and rneal that the United State• baa tied ila 

ltlon coacen.iug tile Oeae•a Coatereace to the X.r..U poaltlon. 

On Leba~ au deapalra ewer &be fntricldal Jd.Wq aDd Wlder•coi'U 
the Importance of the cooperatloa of aU fdendly couatl'i•• a partlcolaa-ly 
Fnoce to dl••uafle t.rael &om attemptbl& to explolt e pr••eat •ituaticm 
111 Lebao 

A • • vl a on tbe 11&1 Ac:eorcl an c: lateat wltb. Syria' • receDt 
mand bw uae of tb.e tJDlted atlou Seca.rity COGDCU rather tlaaD. Geneva 

a• tb.e fonun for further peac:e talb, Syria' • atl'OD& champlODlq of the 
PaleRiDlans, the uncertainty which it baa shown c:oneernina renewal of 
the UNDOF mandate, and tbe ftrat terroriat incident• on the Golaa since 
the May, 1974 Syrian·lsraeli Dlaengaeement Agreement. Following his 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FR.O 

SUBJECT: 

THE PRESIDE1 T 

BRENTSCOWCROFT 

Cable from President 
Giscard d 1Estaing of France 

President Giscard d 1Estaing has sent you a cable (Tab B) which 

includes a message to him from President Asad of Syria. President 

Giscard promised to send this to you at Rambouillet. 

President Asad1 s cable to Giscard concerns two major subjects; 

the Middle East and the Sinai Accord, and the situation in Lebanon. 

Asad takes his usual negative view of Sinai as dividing the united 

Arab front, giving too much to Israel, and ignoring the rights of the 

Palestinians. He notes that Syria believes it necessary 11 to deal with 

"]7CJO 

the two great powers without falling in the political wake of one of them, 11 

and says the Sinai Accord will polarize the region. He further notes 

that the secret clauses relating to the Sinai Accord reinforce Syria's 

conviction as to the danger of the Accord, show that the United States 

will continue to not recognize the FLO, and reveal that the United States 

j~~has tied its position concerning the Geneva Conference to the Israeli 
(I) • 

~ ----u::- position. e aw 
eo._:'< 
criLC 

ffi o ~ S On Lebanon, Asad despairs over the fratricidal killing and underu: ww;c 

~ ~"""z 
9! ~ -a;~ scores the importance of the cooperation of all friendly countries and 

~ ~~ 
u.i;: particularly France to dissuade Israel from attempting to exploit the 

present situation in Lebanon. 

1:1--' 
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Asad1 s views on the Sinai Accord are consistent with Syria's recent 

demand for use of the United Nations Security Council rather than Geneva 

as the forum for further peace talks, Syria's strong championing of the 

Palestinians, the uncertainty which it has shown concerning renewal of 

the UNDOF mandate, and the first terrorist incidents on the Golan since 

the May, 1974 Syrian-Israeli Disengagement Agreement. Following his 

meeting with you and consultations with Secretary Kissinger, Ambassador 

Murphy will be seeing President Asad soon to reassure him of our sincerity 

in wanting to maintain the momentum of the peace process, and urge him 

to adopt a more realistic attitude. 

At Tab A is a suggested reply from you to President Giscard thanking 

him for his cooperation in providing us with this useful information. We 

have not attempted to answer the specific points made by Asad, but 

have included a general reaffirmation of our position on an overall 

peace settlement as well as an expression of the concern (which we share 

with France) over the tragic, dangerous situation in Lebanon. 
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Re-do 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

c:SeCRE-"F/-SENSITIVE {GDS) 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

ACTION 
November 24, 1975 

BRENT SCOWCROFT 

ROBERT B. OAKLEY<J'D 

Draft Reply from President 
Ford to President Giscard 

Attached at Tab I is a draft memo from you to President Ford, 
attaching a draft reply from him to President Giscard of France, 
thanking Giscard for sending the letter from Syrian President 
Asad which the two men discussed at Rambouillet {Tab B). I have 
not tried to answer Asad 1s many points, but did inject a few of our basic 
themes for the benefit of the French and made it clear that we are 
interested in working with Asad if at all possible. This is because 
it is likely something will filter back from Giscard to Asad concern-
ing his communications with President Ford. I have coordinated this 
with Roy Atherton, on a personal basis. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE PRESIDENT 

BRENTSCOWCROFT 

• Cable from President 
Giscard d'Estaing of France 

President Giscard d'Estaing has sent you a cable (Tab B) which 

includes a message to him from President Asad of Syria. President 

Giscard promised to send this to you at Rambouillet. 

President Asad1 s cable to Giscard concerns two major subjects: 

the Middle East and the Sinai Accord, and the situation in Lebanon. 

Asad takes his usual negative view of Sinai as dividing the united 

Arab front, giving too much to Israel, and ignoring the rights of the 

Palestinians. He notes that Syria believes it necessary "to deal with 

the two great powers without falling in the political wake of one of them, " 

~ and says the Sinai Accord will polarize the region. He further notes 

----~ ...__ 
~ that the secret clauses relating to the ..Sl.nai Accord reinforce Syria's 

--:; 
~~ 

conviction as to the danger of the Accord, show that the United States 

~ ~ will continue to not recognize the PLO, and reveal that the United States 

re-:~~- has tied its position concerning the Geneva Conference to the Israeli 
!!!! < _, ___ 
w I< -e . position. 

tD~~ 
co)~O 

~o~< 
u..! ~ ~ ~ On Lebanon, Asad despairs over the fratricidal killing and urider-

a:r ;!!: -
~~ 

~ ~ ~ scores the irriportance of the cooperation of all f:riendly /~ountries and 

w~ ~ 
particularly France to dissuade Israel from attempting to exploit the 

:II 

~ fj; present situation in Lebanon. ) 



Asad's views on the Sinai Accord are consistent with Syria's recent 

demand for use of the United Nations Security Council rather than Geneva 

as the forum for further peace talks, Syria's strong championing of the 

Palestinians, the uncertainty which it has shown concerning renewal of 

the UNDOF mandate, and the first terrorist incidents on the Golan since 

the May, 1974 Syrian-Israeli Disengagement Agreement. Following his 

meeting with you and consultations with Secretary Kissinger, Ambassador 

Murphy will be seeing President Asad soon to reassure him of our sincerity 

in wanting to maintain the momentum of the peace process, and urge him 

to adopt a more realistic attitude. 

At Tab A is a suggested reply from you to President Giscard thanking 

him for his cooperation in providing us with this useful information. We 

have not attempted to answer the specific points made by Asad, but 

have included a general reaffirmation o£ our position on· an overall 

peace settlement as well as an expression o£ the concern (which ~e share 

with France) over the tragic, dangerous situation in Lebanon • 

.. ' 
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Dear Mr. President: 

I very inuch appreciate receiving the copy of the message that 

President Asad of Syria sent you last October 30. It is very useful 

to Secretary Kissinger and myself, just as have been the ·oe;x:changes 

we have had with you and Minister Sauvagnargues on the Middle East. 

As you know from our discussions at Rambouillet, I am determined 

to maintain the momentum of movement toward an eventual overall 

peace settlement in the Middle East, one which will deal with all the 

issues involved. Secretary Kissinger and I are fully aware of the 

vital importance of the roles of Syria, as a nation, and President Asad, 

as a leader, for the future of the Middle East and the success of efforts 

to help ·bring peac.e to .that area. 

I had hoped to arrange a meeting somewhere in Europe with President 

Asad in connection with my trip to France. However, for understand.able 

reasons, it was not convenient for him _at this time. In order to maintain 
" 

the dialogue which Secretary Kissinger has established in his meetings 

with President Asad, we asked our Ambassador to Syria to return 

to Washington. He has had discussions with Secreta~ry Kissinger as 

well as meeting with me, as part of our extensive review of how best 

to move the peace process forward. He returned to Damascus November 

23 and has asked to see President Asad soon. 

After reading President Asad's letter to you and talking with our 

Ambassador and Secretary Kissinger, I believe I have an understanding 
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of his viewpoint and problems. We have a high regard for President 

Asad and take his concerns seriously. In our .dialogue with him we 

shall explain our conviction, with which you are familiar from 

Secretary Kissinger's talks with Minister Sauvagnargues, that the recent 

Sinai Accord was the only realistically achievable means of making earl. y 

progress. We shall also explain that we recognize the need for early 

movement on the other aspects of the Middle East problem, including 

those of particular interest to Syria, and why we believe that transferring 

the negotiating process to the Security Council will not advance matters. 

At the same time, we will seek to reach agreement with him on practical, effec-

tive means of moving ahead toward an overall settlement based on 

Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338. The climate of opinion in this 

country for such a settlement is becoming more favorable. However, 

actions such as the anti-Zionist resolution at the United Nations General 

Assembly and the recent fedayeen actions on the Golan front are disturbing 

because they tend to reverse this favorable trend, as well as creating 

greater resistance on the part of Israel to any further movement. I am 

sure you understand this, and I hope that President Asad does. 

· On the subject of Lebanon, we have discussed with President Asad, 

as Secretary Kissinger has with Minister Sauvagnargues,our concern 

over the situation and our desire to see that tragic country's independence, 

territorial integrity, national unity and cohesion r.'laintaW:ed. 
.. 

The Syrian 
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role has, on balance, been positive and is obviously crucial to the 

resolution of the Lebanese problem. Our Ambassador has been instructed · 

to raise this matter again upon his· return, indicating our continued 

desire to cooperate with Syria in working for a peaceful political solution. 

In this connection, I am very appreciative of the initiative which you have 

taken in sending Couve de Murville to Lebanon. If there is anything 

we can do to assist his mission, I am sure you will let us know. This is 

a problem on which our governments should maintain close contact. 

Secretary Kissinger will be in touch with Minister Sauvagnargues 

as soon as we have come to some clearer conclusions on what can 

most effectively be done next vis-a-vis the Middle East. 

Sincerely, 

GRF 
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